The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
**B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Specialization in Wildlife Biology** (24 cr.) – program credit weight increased, required course deleted, required courses added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. **Rationale:** Updates to courses.

**ES Comments/Corrections:** As per Associate Dean Scott, the following sentence was added to list of complementary courses "Note: A 2-credit course may replace one of the complementary courses with permission of the advisor."

**B.Sc.(Ag.Env.Sc.); Specialization in Applied Ecology** (24 cr.) – complementary course added. **Rationale:** Provide students with a greater choice of courses in the last year of their program.

Faculty of Arts
**B.A.; Major Concentration in Psychology** (36 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** Current text in program is ambiguous, so it is clearly indicated at which levels students may choose their courses. Also, two typos are being corrected. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Effective term revised to 201709 because no one is admitted in the summer, nor can curriculum be changed in the summer.

**B.A. & Sc.; Major Concentration in Psychology** (36 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** Current text in program is ambiguous, so it is clearly indicated at which levels students may choose their courses. Also, two typos are being corrected. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Effective term revised to 201709 because no one is admitted in the summer, nor can curriculum be changed in the summer.

**B.A. & Sc.; Joint Honours – Political Science Component** (36 cr.) – description, required course added, title revised for a required course, how required courses chosen revised, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course note deleted, a complementary-course note revised, complementary credits decreased. **Rationale:** Improvements to the undergraduate methods training.

School of Continuing Studies
**Professional Development Certificate in Business Analysis** (33-35.5 CEUs) – program CEU weight increased, CEU weight increased for a complementary course, complementary credits increased. **Rationale:** The number of hours increased for a complementary course, therefore increasing the course’s CEU weight.

**Professional Development Certificate in Business Valuation** (43-43.5 CEUs) – program CEU weight increased, CEU weight increased for a complementary course, how complementary credits chosen revised, complementary credits increased. **Rationale:** The number of hours increased for a complementary course, therefore increasing the course’s CEU weight.

**Professional Development Certificate in Project Management** (33-45 CEUs) – program CEU weight increased, CEU weight increased for a required course, required credits increased. **Rationale:** The number of hours increased for a complementary course, therefore increasing the course’s CEU weight.

Faculty of Engineering
**B.Eng.; Major in Bioengineering** (141-151 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, text on language courses removed. **Rationale:** Updates to courses, and to avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

**B.Eng. in Chemical Engineering** (143-146 cr.) – program credit weight increased, credit weight increased for a required course, required credits increased, text on language courses removed. **Rationale:** Update to a course, and to avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

**B.Eng. in Civil Engineering** (139 cr.) - text on language courses removed. **Rationale:** To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

**B.Eng. in Computer Engineering** (133-140 cr.) - text on language courses removed. **Rationale:** To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions
Faculty of Engineering [continued]

B.Eng. in Electrical Engineering (134-139 cr.) - text on language courses removed. Rationale: To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

B.Eng.; Honours Electrical Engineering (138-140 cr.) - text on language courses removed. Rationale: To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

Bachelor of Software Engineering (B.S.E.) (137-144 cr.) - text on language courses removed. Rationale: To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

B.Eng. in Mechanical Engineering (142-148 cr.) - text on language courses removed. Rationale: To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

B.Eng.; Honours in Mechanical Engineering (142-148 cr.) - text on language courses removed. Rationale: To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

B.Eng. in Materials Engineering Co-op (148 cr.) - text on language courses removed. Rationale: To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

B.Eng.; Major in Mining Engineering (144-145 cr.) - text on language courses removed. Rationale: To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

B.Eng. in Mining Engineering Co-op (150-151 credits) - text on language courses removed. Rationale: To avoid confusion on determining which language courses can count toward the program.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies

M.Sc.(A.) in Biotechnology; Non-Thesis (45 cr.) – required course added, required credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Required course on ethics added so students no longer need to find one as a complementary course.

M.A. in Second Language Education; Non-Thesis (45 cr.) – required course deleted, required course added, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, title revised for a complementary course. Rationale: Updates to courses.

M.A. in Second Language Education (45 cr.) – required course added, required credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary course added, title revised for a complementary course, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses.

M.A. in Second Language Education; Gender and Women’s Studies (45 cr.) - required course added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, complementary course added, title revised for a complementary course, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses.

LL.M. in Law; Non-Thesis - European Studies (46-47 cr.) – program credit weight revised, required courses added, credit weight decreased for a required course, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits revised. Rationale: Updates to courses. ES Comments/Corrections: If students choose to take two 3-credit complementary courses, then the complementary credits increase to “8-9 credits” and the program’s credit weight should read “46-47”.

M.Sc.(A.) in Communication Sciences and Disorders; Non-Thesis - Speech-Language Pathology (82 cr.) – program credit weight increased, required course added, required credits increased. Rationale: Program content updated. ES Comments/Corrections: Why is the effective date not 201709? If 201801 used, the old program requirements will be published in the 2017-2018 eCalendar, which is based on 201709-effective programs.

Faculty of Medicine

B.Sc.(Rehab.Sc.); Major in Physical Therapy (90 cr.) – required course added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Course moved from complementary to required to ensure all students take the specific course.

B.Sc.(Rehab.Sc.); Major in Occupational Therapy (90 cr.) – required course added, required credits increased, complementary course deleted, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits decreased. Rationale: Course moved from complementary to required to ensure all students take the specific course.
**SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS**

**Minor and Moderate Revisions** (continued)

Faculty of Science

**B.Sc.; Major in Atmospheric Science and Physics** (69 cr.) – program credit weight increased, required courses deleted, required course added, required credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, program note added, complementary credits increased. **Rationale:** To offer more flexibility and advanced courses.

**Retirements**

Faculty of Engineering

**B.Eng. in General Engineering – Undeclared** (30 cr.). **Rationale:** Program was created to boost undergraduate admissions and new enrolment targets, and then it was maintained while the Faculty awaited approved by the Ministry of the new Major in Bioengineering program.

**SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES**

**New**

School of Continuing Studies

CIAM 550 Comm&Ntwrk Skill fr Aviat Prof (3 cr.) [PRN 12462];
CIAM 552 Anly&Bus Intel for Aviat Prof (3 cr.) [PRN 12463].

Faculty of Education

EDSL 640 Lang Awareness: Theory & Pract (3 cr.) [PRN 12414]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviations revised.

Faculty of Engineering

FACC 250 Resp. of the Prof. Engineering (0 cr.) [PRN 11609]. **ES Comments/Corrections:**

Desautels Faculty of Management

BUSA 663 Reflective Mindset (6 cr.) [PRN 12176];
BUSA 667 Analytic Mindset (6 cr.) [PRN 12200]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “Yes” for program change form submitted;
BUSA 671 Managerial Experience (3 cr.) [PRN 12204];
BUSA 676 Worldly Mindset (6 cr.) [PRN 12201];
BUSA 677 Collaborative Mindset (6 cr.) [PRN 12202];
BUSA 678 Catalytic Mindset (6 cr.) [PRN 12203];
BUSA 694 Final Master’s Paper (12 cr.) [PRN 12205]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “The … degree. A scholarly/research assignment addressing a … of it through… associated data, emphasizing …”

Faculty of Medicine

Confirmation received from the Dean of Medicine that resources will be made available for the following 19 new NUR2 courses.

NUR2 653 Pediatric Internship 1 (8 cr.) [PRN 12267]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected;
NUR2 654 Pediatric Internship 2 (14 cr.) [PRN 12268]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected;
NUR2 655 Mental Health Internship 1 (8 cr.) [PRN 12382]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected;
NUR2 656 Mental Health Internship 2 (14 cr.) [PRN 12384]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Should the description be revised to read “Final … presenting with mental health…”? **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected;
NUR2 680 Reasoning in Pediatrics 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12269]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “This course … nursing concepts… and adolescents. Students will learn advanced concepts …” **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Medicine [continued]

NUR2 681 Reasoning in Pediatrics 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12270]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced … will learn advanced concepts …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 682 Reasoning in Pediatrics 3 (4 cr.) [PRN 12271]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 683 Reasoning in Pediatrics 4 (4 cr.) [PRN 12272]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 684 Reasoning in Pediatrics 5 (4 cr.) [PRN 12273]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 685 Reasoning in Pediatrics 6 (4 cr.) [PRN 12274]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 686 Pediatric Assessment (4 cr.) [PRN 12275]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced … pediatric patient …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 690 Reasoning in Mental Health 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12385]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 691 Reasoning in Mental Health 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12386]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 692 Reasoning in Mental Health 3 (4 cr.) [PRN 12387]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 693 Reasoning in Mental Health 4 (4 cr.) [PRN 12388]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 694 Reasoning in Mental Health 5 (4 cr.) [PRN 12389]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 695 Reasoning in Mental Health 6 (4 cr.) [PRN 12390]. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

NUR2 696 Reasoning in Mental Health 7 (4 cr.) [PRN 12391]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Description revised to read “Advanced nursing concepts …”; **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate “No” for program affected – existing program not affected.

SCSD 688 Genet: Speech-Lang Path Pract (1 cr.). Affected program revised. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Effective term revised to read 201709 to match program revision proposal and for eCalendar purposes; indicate a restriction to read “Open only to students in the M.Sc.(A.) in Communication Sciences and Disorders; Non-Thesis – Speech-Language Pathology program.”

Faculty of Science

PSYC 513 Human Decision-Making (3 cr.) [PRN 12146]. Affected programs indicated;

COMP 204 Comp. Programming for Life Sci (3 cr.) [PRN 12293]. **ES Comments/Corrections:** Why is effective term not 201709?

Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

WILD 401 Fisheries & Wildlife Management (4 cr.) [PRN 12342] – prerequisites;

AEHM 205 Science Literacy (3 cr.) [PRN 12436] – teaching department;

AEHM 330 Academic & Scientific Writing (3 cr.) [PRN 12437] - teaching department.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]

Faculty of Arts

ANTH 327 Anthropology of South Asia (3 cr.) [PRN 11764] – title, description, prerequisites;

School of Continuing Studies

CCOM 208 Prof. Writing in Business (4.5 CEUs) [PRN 12431] – CEU weight, supplementary info.

Faculty of Education

EDSL 620 Social Justice Issues in SLE (3 cr.) [PRN 12416] – title, description;

Faculty of Engineering

ARCH 325 Architectural Sketching (2 cr.) [PRN 12331] – description, prerequisites, supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: These changes will not affect students already registered for the course;
ARCH 461 Freehand Drawing & Sketching (1 cr.) [PRN 12333] – prerequisites. ES Comments/Corrections: This change will not affect students already registered for the course;
ARCH 512 Architectural Modelling (3 cr.) [PRN 12334] – prerequisites;
ARCH 535 Hist of Architecture in Canada (3 cr.) [PRN 12335] – supplementary info;
ARCH 680 Field Sketching (2 cr.) [PRN 12332] – schedule types/course activities and number of days, description, supplementary info;
CHEE 456 Design Project 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 12067] – credit weight, schedule types/course activities, description, supplementary info; ES Comments/Corrections: Students already registered in CRNs for 201709 and 201801 must be deregistered and then re-registered in order for this credit weight increase to take effect for them;

Faculty of Medicine

NUR2 645 Phar for Pediatric Nurse Pract (3 cr.) [PRN 12266] – title, description. ES Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read: “Advanced concepts in …”; SCTP Comments/Corrections: Indicate “No” for affected programs because existing programs are not affected by these revisions;

Faculty of Science

PSYC 337 Intro to Psychopathology (3 cr.) [PRN 12139] – consolidation with PSYC 338, title, credit weight, description, restriction, supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective date revised to “201709” for eCalendar purposes;
PSYC 433 Cognitive Science (3 cr.) [PRN 12351] – number, schedule type/course activity, description, prerequisites, restriction, supplementary info. ES Comments/Corrections: Effective date revised to “201709” for eCalendar purposes [revised programs display]; CRN created for winter 201801 must be deleted before the credit weight and other changes may be made to the course and to avoid students registering in the old course;
PSYC 483 Sem. in Exp. Psychopathology (3 cr.) [PRN 12142] – prerequisites;
PSYC 507 Emotions, Stress, and Illness (3 cr.) [PRN 12412] – prerequisites;
PSYC 529 Music Cognition (3 cr.) [PRN 12411] – description, supplementary info;
ANAT 321 Circuitry of the Human Brain (3 cr.) [PRN 12367] – restriction;
ANAT 322 Neuroendocrinology (3 cr.) [PRN 12368] – prerequisite;
CHEM 480, 480D1/D2 Undergrad Research Project 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12410] – title, description, prerequisites, supplementary info.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES [continued]

Retirements
Faculty of Science
PSYC 338 Intro Abnormal Psychology 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 12139]. See proposal for PSYC 337. SCTP
Comments/Corrections: Indicate eight affected programs.
PSYC 532 Cognitive Science (3 cr.) [PRN 12351]. Affected programs indicated; see proposal for PSYC 433.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP